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ABSTRACT
A survey of 145 rich galaxy clusters from a redshift of approximately z = 0.01 to z = 0.1
was collected. Their masses, as calculated from X-ray data and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect data,
were compared and a discrepancy was found. The Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass measurements were
larger. Eight galaxy clusters from this sample were analyzed, including MCXC J1358.9-4750,
which was selected for having a particularly large mass measurement discrepancy. In order to
calculate the weak gravitational lensing mass of MCXC J1358.9-4750, an image was produced.
DECam data in the form of raw images, master calibration files, fringe files, and defect files
were obtained, ingested, and processed. Data quality was checked. A skymap was created, and
calibrated images were warped onto this skymap. Exposures were coadded and patches were
combined with color analysis to produce a final image. Multi-band measurements were
performed. Finally, a fiatmap and a shear profile plot were created, so that the gravitational
lensing mass could be calculated for MCXC J1358.9-4750. The discrepancy and trends between
the eight galaxy clusters’ X-ray mass, Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass, and gravitational lensing
mass were analyzed. There seems to be no correlation between the lensing mass and the
discrepancy between the X-ray mass and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass. However, there may be a
correlation between the distribution of the lensing mass and the discrepancy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

I.I

The Significance of Studying Dark Matter
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Most matter is invisible. As far as we know, the majority of matter does not interact with
light. It has never been observed in the laboratory. We have never directly viewed it, captured it,
or conducted experiments on it. We do not understand it.
So how much of our universe can we observe? According to a recent study by the Planck
mission, ordinary matter accounts for 4.9% of our universe’s energy (Greicius 2013). This
ordinary, baryonic matter makes up most of our homes, our planet, our friends, even ourselves.
Still, throughout the universe, there is an ‘invisible’ matter that does not interact with light: this
matter is dark matter. It accounts for 26.8% of our universe’s energy (Greicius 2013). By this
measure, there is over five times more dark matter than ordinary matter. Dwarfing even dark
matter, dark energy accounts for 68.3% of our universe’s energy (Greicius 2013).
The vast majority of our scientific minds, our scientific experiments, even our scientific
funding (“Expenditures and Funding for Academic R&D” 2019) are devoted to understanding
ordinary matter. Yet ordinary matter makes up less than 5% of the energy in the universe. How
can we claim to know about our universe if we do not truly know what makes up over 95% of it?
If dark matter makes up the vast majority of the matter in our universe, and if we do not
understand dark matter, then in a very real sense, we cannot say we understand our universe until
we understand dark matter. To understand our universe, we must study dark matter.
Indeed, dark matter is considered one of the most important scientific mysteries of our
time (Wesson 2001). Theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate Steven Weinberg places dark
matter and dark energy at the top of his list of unanswered mysteries in physics (Weinberg
2013). Similarly, Nobel laureate Vitaly Ginzburg listed dark matter as one of the 10 most
important unsolved problems in astronomy, going as far as to say “the solution of this problem
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[of dark matter] may now be thought of as the most important in astronomy” (Ginzburg 1999).
For modern astrophysics to progress, we must understand dark matter.

I.II

A Brief Summary of Dark Matter
Thankfully, scientists are not totally in the dark on the matter. We have a basic

understanding of some of dark matter’s properties, and we have theories on what dark matter
might be. So what is dark matter? Literally, dark matter is matter that is dark—matter in space
that is too dark to see, matter that does not send light to earth. Some of this matter might be
ordinary matter that happens to be dark. It might take the form of stars that have gone extinct,
particularly cold planets, or black holes formed from collapsing stars. Still, scientists suspect the
vast majority of dark matter is non-baryonic matter (Cheng 2005). This “exotic” dark matter has
been theorized to be hot (a term for smaller, higher-velocity particles), cold (a term for larger,
lower-velocity particles), or warm (which falls between hotter and colder dark matter) (Williams
2016). Each classification of dark matter comes with its own theories, and although some
theories are more popular than others, there is no consensus on what form exotic dark matter
takes. Thus, the key questions in dark matter research are: what form does dark matter take, what
are its properties, and how is it distributed through the universe.

I.III

Historical Context: The History of Dark Matter Theories
Yet dark matter was not always considered a priority for research among astronomers and

astrophysicists. To better contextualize modern dark matter research, it is beneficial to briefly
review the history of our understanding of dark matter. Through an examination of the history of
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dark matter, one can better introduce important terminology, review relevant equations, and
explain evidence for the existence of dark matter in the universe we observe.
The modern conception of dark matter has its origins in the 1800s. Rooted in the
Newtonian theory of gravity, aided by blossoming observational technology, astronomers began
noticing anomalies in the movement of various astronomical bodies. In 1844, mathematician
Friederich Bessel proposed the presence of dark stars near Sirius, Procyon, and others to explain
their mysterious movement. Several years later, astronomer Urbain Le Verrier posited the
presence of two dark planets to explain the orbit of Uranus and the perihelion of Mercury
(Bertone and Hooper 2018). Thus, 19th century dark matter shared a common characteristic: its
presence could be invoked to explain occasional gravitational, orbital, or positional anomalies.
While our gravitational theories have developed since the 1800s—we have moved from
Newtonian gravitational models to relativistic ones—dark matter still serves this function today.
Other celestial objects were also proposed as candidates for dark matter. In the late
1800s, astronomers Angelo Secchi and Arthur Ranyard suggested that certain dark regions of the
sky were not anomalous due to an improbably-low number of stars in them (Bertone and Hooper
2018); instead, they were anomalous due to dark nebulas of gaseous matter, which absorbed
“light from the nebulous or stellar region behind them” (Ranynard 1894). Thus, 19th century dark
matter could take the form of non-luminous rocky planets, faint stars, or cold clouds of gas.
Notably, it was not seen as a new, unprecedented form of matter; it was merely ordinary,
baryonic matter that happened to not direct light towards earth. This strongly differs from
modern dark matter theories. Today, dark matter is thought to be primarily comprised of a new
kind of non-baryonic particle, though there is likely to be some dark baryonic matter in the form
of dead stars or black holes formed from collapsing stars (Cheng 2005).
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The work of Secchi and Ranyard is worth further highlighting, as their methodology
parallels certain contemporary dark matter research: they proposed the presence of dark matter
due to the unexpected behavior of background light as it passed through a region of dark matter
on its way toward earth. While we no longer think non-baryonic dark matter can absorb light, we
are similarly able to measure the concentration of dark matter based on the behavior of
background light as it passes through an area with dark matter.
By the turn of the 20th century, the concept of dark matter had grown roots; still, it was
far from a fully-fledged theory. Astronomers made no connection between dark matter in the
form of dark stars, dark matter in the form of planets or meteors, and dark matter in the form of
gaseous nebulas. A faint or extinct star seemed far closer related to its luminous, stellar siblings
than to its darker planetary or nebular cousins. Indeed, the term “dark matter” itself, referring to
the collection of all celestial matter too dark to see, had not yet been proposed. There was
certainly no unified theory of dark matter. And while a few astronomers had proposed that dark
matter was ubiquitous throughout the galaxy, it was certainly not a universal concept. However,
this would soon change.
In 1906, 62 years after dark matter was first proposed, Lord Kelvin proposed a
compelling argument in favor of dark matter. He measured the velocity dispersion of stars in the
Milky Way. The velocity dispersion is the measure of “the spread of velocities of stars or
galaxies” (“Velocity Dispersion” n.d.) or other astronomical objects about a mean velocity. The
velocity dispersion 𝜎 can be calculated using the following equation (Schneider 2006):
𝜎"# = 𝑣"# + 𝑣"

#
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where i is the component of the velocity vector, v is velocity, 𝑣 is the mean velocity, n is the
number of objects being measured, and 𝑑 + 𝑣 𝑓 𝒗 is the number density of objects at a given
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location in velocity vector space. From a measure of the velocity dispersion of an astronomical
object’s components, one can calculate that object’s total mass (Schneider 2006) (Strom 2012).
An approximate relation for the mass density 𝜌 and the one-dimensional velocity dispersion 𝜎3 is
the following (Schneider 2006):
𝜌 𝑟 =

𝜎3#
,
2𝜋𝐺𝑟 #

where r is the radius, and G is the gravitational constant. This assumes the mass distribution is
mapped by a singular isothermal sphere, and that the distribution of orbits is isotropic. This can
provide the estimate for the mass density for a galaxy with orbiting stars (Schneider 2006), as
Lord Kelvin did. A similar equation can be applied to galaxy clusters.
When Lord Kelvin compared the measured value of the velocity dispersion to the
expected value based on the observed size of the Milky Way, he found a discrepancy (Bertone
and Hooper 2018). The only explanation was that the Milky Way contained far more mass than
astronomers could see. Lord Kelvin estimated that 90% of stars in the Milky Way must be dark,
either because they are too faint for observation or because they have gone “extinct” (Kelvin
1904). This velocity dispersion method is still in use today. Like many other dark matter
measurement methods, it finds evidence for dark matter by measuring the trace of dark matter on
a system’s gravitational potential.
The influence of Lord Kelvin’s research was threefold. First, though astronomers such as
Ernst Öpik, Jacobus Kapteyn, James Jeans, Bertil Linblad, and Jan Oort disagreed over the exact
ratio of luminous matter to dark matter (Bertone and Hooper 2018), they were convinced that
there was a sizable sum of dark matter, at least in our galaxy. It seems Lord Kelvin’s work did
much to shift the discussion in favor of dark matter. Second, it inspired Henri Poincaré to
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officially coin the term “dark matter” (Bucklin 2017). Finally, it provided the methodological
foundation for Fritz Zwicky, who would greatly advance matter theory.
Fritz Zwicky was the first astronomer to provide broadly-influential, compelling evidence
that dark matter is distributed throughout the universe, and that the mass of dark matter far
eclipses the mass of ordinary matter. Zwicky, like Lord Kelvin, examined the velocity dispersion
of astronomical objects. However, instead of examining stars in the Milky Way, he examined
galaxies in the Coma Cluster (van den Bergh 1999). A galaxy cluster—as the name implies—is a
clump or cluster of galaxies. The Coma Cluster that Zwicky analyzed is a particularly rich
cluster, containing over one thousand galaxies (Strobel 2019) (see Section II: Theory for more
information). Using the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the cluster, he estimated the cluster’s
total mass. Like Lord Kelvin, he found a discrepancy between the measured total mass and the
observed mass of luminous matter. The discrepancy, he posited, was caused by dark matter. In
examining the Coma Cluster, Zwicky drastically increased the scope of the search for dark
matter. His results, over time, shifted the conversation from dark matter collecting in high
concentrations in certain solar systems and galaxies to dark matter far exceeding luminous matter
throughout the observable universe.
Notably, some Zwicky’s calculations were flawed. His estimate for the velocity
dispersion of galaxies in the Coma Cluster was quite accurate; the known value today is well
within Zwicky’s margin of error. However, errors in his other values—primarily the estimate for
the Hubble constant—led to him overestimate the concentration of dark matter in the cluster: he
suggested the total mass density of the Coma Cluster was 400 times greater than the mass density
of luminous matter (van den Bergh 1999).
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Thankfully, his results were not dismissed by the scientists of the time. Instead, it formed
the foundation for later studies by scientists such as Sinclair Smith and Horace Babcock, who
improved upon Zwicky’s methods and analysis to provide better estimates for the total mass of
various galaxy clusters and for the concentration of dark matter in those clusters (van den Bergh
1999). Zwicky’s choice to measure dark matter by observing galaxy clusters is still influential
today. Indeed, many modern estimates for the concentration of dark matter in our universe rely
on various galaxy cluster measurements to inform their calculations.
By improving Zwicky’s measurements and developing new measurement methods, our
ability to estimate for the mass of galaxy clusters and the concentration of dark matter in those
clusters has improved. Indeed, scientists have developed a variety of techniques to measure the
mass of a galaxy cluster. Some of these techniques allow one to infer the concentration of dark
matter. Others do not. Interestingly, these techniques do not always agree on a cluster’s mass.
There can be discrepancies. This paper seeks to analyze those discrepancies in mass
measurements to see what trends, if any, correspond to the discrepancy. With a better
understanding of these discrepancies, researchers will be able to better use these mass
measurement techniques to map dark matter. Before these contrasting mass measurements can be
analyzed, however, it is useful to review the theory behind each mass measurement technique.

II.

THEORY

II.I

The Theory of Galaxy Clusters
In this paper, eight galaxy clusters are analyzed using three mass-measuring techniques:

one is based on X-ray data, one is based on the Sunyaev–Zel'dovich effect, and one is based on
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gravitational lensing. I will examine the theory behind galaxy clusters and their three mass
measurement techniques.
Galaxies are not randomly scattered throughout the universe. Instead, they gather in
groups, or ‘clusters.’ A typical galaxy cluster contains tens to hundreds of galaxies bound
together by gravity (Cain 2009). Typical galaxy clusters are approximately spherical in shape
(McNally 2000), with a radius of 1–5 megaparsecs. The distribution of galaxies in a galaxy
cluster follows King’s model,
𝑛89:9;"<= 𝑟 ∝ [1 +

𝑟
𝑅BCD<

]() ,

where ngalaxies is the number density of galaxies at a given radius r, and Rcore is the radius
of the galaxy cluster’s core (Sadat 1997). Thus, galaxy clusters appear as a kind of spherical
cloud of galaxies, with the greatest number density of galaxies at the center. They are all utterly
massive structures: galaxy clusters have masses on the order of 1014 to 1015 solar masses
(Postman 2001).
Galaxy clusters vary greatly. Smaller galaxy clusters are called poor clusters. The
smallest can contain less than 10 galaxies. Larger galaxy clusters are called rich clusters. The
largest can contain over one thousand galaxies (Strobel 2019). Rich clusters have been further
divided into six ‘Abell richness classes’ (named for Abell, a famous catalog of galaxy clusters)
based on the number of member galaxies (“ABELLZCAT - Abell Clusters Measured Redshifts
Catalog” 2019). An example of a rich Abell galaxy cluster can be found in Figure 1. Other
classification systems rely on other cluster characteristics. For example, the Bautz-Morgan
classification system uses morphology, with a scale based on whether the cluster is dominated by
specific larger member galaxies (McHardy 1974).
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For context, the Milky Way belongs to a poor galaxy cluster called the Local Group. It
has a diameter of about 1 megaparsec and contains just under 30 galaxies (Postman 2001),
though the count increases if one is more inclusive of irregular and dwarf galaxies (Strobel
2019). For scale, the Milky Way is approximately 0.03 megaparsecs across. It lies over 0.70
megaparsecs away from the only other galaxy of comparable size in the cluster, Andromeda
(Cheng 2005).

Figure 1 (left): This is Abell 3827, a rich galaxy cluster analyzed in this paper. Towards the
center of the image, you can see an example of strong gravitational lensing. The light from the
blue background galaxy is warped by the gravitational pull of the nearer almond-colored
galaxies. The image was taken by the Hubble Space Telescope. (“Hubble Image of the Galaxy
Cluster Abell 3827” 2015).
Figure 2 (right): This is a larger image of Abell 3827. It was produced by our lab, the Brown
Observational Cosmology, Gravitational Lensing, and Astrophysics Group. The location of
Figure 1 is outlined in red at the center.
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There are several major ways to measure the mass of a galaxy cluster. One can measure
the velocity distribution of member galaxies, like Fritz Zwicky did, and calculate the mass using
the virial theorem or the equation of stellar hydrodynamics. One can measure X-ray emissions to
calculate their mass. One can measure the Sunyaev–Zeldovich effect to calculate their mass. And
one can measure gravitational lensing to calculate their mass (Sadat 1997) (Allen, Evrard, and
Mantz 2011). These methods frequently do not produce the same value; they rely on different
underlying theory, and they measure different components of galaxy clusters. Some methods,
such as those which involve X-ray data or Sunyaev–Zeldovich data, rely on the theory of how
photons interact with ordinary matter. Other methods, such as those which involve velocity
distribution data or gravitational lensing data, rely on general relativity. Dark matter can
influence a cluster’s gravitational potential, but it does not interact with light. As such, the
methods which rely on gravitational theory are able to measure the mass of dark matter. Those
which rely on the theory of photon-ordinary matter interactions cannot. Thus, the presence of
dark matter may account for some of the contrasting mass measurements. Still, it cannot account
for all the differences. The differences in each of these methods (particularly the last three)
require further analysis. Before this analysis can occur, however, it is beneficial to further
explore the theory behind each of these methods.

II.II

Measuring Galaxy Cluster Mass Using X-ray Data
Astronomers can estimate the mass of a galaxy cluster using X-ray data. But how are X-

rays generated? To explain this, it is necessary to examine the inter-galactic medium. In massive
clusters, stars account for less than 3% of the cluster’s mass, hot intergalactic gas accounts for
roughly 15%, while the remaining 82+% is made up of nonbaryonic cold dark matter (Allen,
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Evrard, and Mantz 2011). These percentages vary in smaller clusters, but the mass of hot
intergalactic gas still far exceeds the mass of stars. This diffuse gas, also called intracluster gas,
is distributed throughout every galaxy cluster. An example can be seen in Figure 3 (“Abell 1689:
A Galaxy Cluster Makes Its Mark” 2008). Its temperature ranges from 107 to 108 Kelvin. Its
electron number density ranges from 10-4 to 10-2 per cubic centimeter (Fabian 2002). The gas is
made up of a diverse array of elements. Lower elements, particularly hydrogen, are almost
entirely ionized given the high temperature (Richmond 2014). The gas also contains surprising
quantities of heavier metal elements. Iron is quite prevalent, especially at higher temperatures,
though traces of other heavy elements such as Silicon and Sulfur appear when the gas is cooler
(Sadat 1997).
This gas forms the perfect environment for bremsstrahlung radiation. The intracluster gas
contains a vast number of free, high-energy electrons moving randomly throughout space. If an
electron by chance happens to move close to another
particle, its path can be influenced by the electric
force of the other particle. As the electron gets
deflected by the other particle, it loses some of its
kinetic energy, and this energy gets releases as a
photon. If the electron has sufficient energy, the
released photon takes the form of an X-ray (Krane
2012).
Astronomers measure the X-rays emitted
from a galaxy cluster; this data aids in the
calculation of the cluster’s mass. The calculation

Figure 3: Abell 1689. Intracluster gas is
shown in purple(“Abell 1689: A Galaxy
Cluster Makes Its Mark” 2008).
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requires a variety of assumptions. For example, astronomers assume the gas is ideal and in
hydrostatic equilibrium (when the pressure and gravitational force is in equilibrium) (Richmond
2014). An equation can be found for the galaxy cluster’s mass:
𝑀 𝑟 = −

𝑘I 𝑇89= 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜌89= 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇89=
+
,
𝐺𝜇𝑚M 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟

where M is the cluster’s mass as a function of radius r, kb is the Boltzmann constant,
Tgas(r) is the temperature of the intracluster gas, G is the gravitational constant, 𝜇𝑚M is the mean
molecular weight of the gas, and ρgas(r) is the density of the gas (Sadat 1997). From X-ray data,
one can estimate the temperature Tgas(r) and the density 𝜌89= (𝑟) of the gas (Richmond 2014).
One can estimate the mean molecular weight 𝜇𝑚M by analyzing the composition of the gas. With
these values are known, one can solve for M. Thus, from X-ray emissions, one can find the mass
of a galaxy cluster.
Notably, the above estimate from the cluster mass is largely based on the characteristics
of the intracluster gas, such as its temperature and density. It is possible to estimate the cluster
mass using X-ray data without a reliance on temperature. This calculation relies on the massluminosity relation (Stanek et al. 2006). Regardless, all X-ray emission measurements are
dependent upon the rate of bremsstrahlung radiation in the cluster, which is dependent on the
number of electrons in the intracluster gas.

II.III

Measuring Galaxy Cluster Mass Using Sunyaev-Zeldovitch Effect Data
The second mass measuring technique relies on the measurement of the Sunyaev-

Zeldovitch effect. Effectively, the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect is the “shadow” of a galaxy cluster
on the cosmic microwave background. This “shadow” can be seen in Figure 3 (“ALMA’s Hole
in the Universe” 2017). The cosmic microwave background sends light from billions of
15

lightyears behind the cluster. As the low energy photons pass through the cluster’s intracluster
gas, a reaction may occur. Scientists can measure how much this reaction occurs to estimate the
mass of the cluster (Birkinshaw 1999).
The reaction is called inverse Compton scattering. As described above, the intracluster
gas is filled with free high energy electrons. By chance, some of incoming low energy photons
sent from the cosmic microwave background may collide inelastically with these high-energy
electrons. The photons gain energy from the collision, while the electrons lose energy. This
change in energy is measurable. When observing lower-energy wavelengths, there seem to be
fewer photons coming to earth originating from behind the cluster. When observing higherenergy wavelengths, there seem to be more photons. From this change, one can estimate the
mass of the cluster. Assuming the intracluster gas is isothermal, the surface mass density ∑8 is:
∑ 8 = 𝜇<

𝑚< 𝑐 # 𝑦
,
𝑘U 𝑇< 𝜎W

where 𝜇< is the mean mass of the gas per electron,
𝑚< is the mass of the electron, c is the speed of light,
𝑘U is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇< is the temperature
of the electrons, y is the Compton parameter, and 𝜎W
is the Thompson cross section (Birkinshaw 1999).
Notably, mass measurements using X-ray
data, mass measurements using the SunyaevZeldovitch effect relies predominantly on the
intracluster gas. Instead of relying on the rate of
bremsstrahlung radiation, this mass measurement
technique relies on the rate of Compton scattering.

Figure 3: The “Shadow” cast by the
Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect (“ALMA’s
Hole in the Universe” 2017).
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However, both are dependent on the electrons in the intracluster gas. In this way, these first two
mass measurement techniques only directly measure a portion of a galaxy cluster’s ordinary
mass. They do not measure the mass of dark matter. Unlike these first two, the third mass
measurement technique actually can measure the mass of dark matter.

II.IV

Measuring Galaxy Cluster Mass Using Gravitational Lensing Data
The third and final mass measurement technique analyzed here uses gravitational lensing.

Gravitational lensing is the bending (or “lensing”) of light under gravity. The more massive an
object is, the greater the gravitational force is; the greater the gravitational force is, the more light
travelling near or through that object is bent (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008). Most objects do not have
a sufficient mass to noticeably bend light. Thankfully, galaxy clusters are massive objects. Thus,
by measuring how much light is lensed under gravity when passing through a cluster, scientists
can estimate how much mass that cluster has.
As with the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass measuring technique, the mass of the cluster
is estimated based on the behavior of light emitted from behind the cluster, travelling through the
cluster on its way to being observed on earth. However, the light used to calculate gravitational
lensing does not originate from the cosmic microwave background, as in the case of SunyaevZeldovitch effect mass measurements. Instead, light from background objects is used. When
measuring gravitational lensing in galaxy clusters, light from background galaxies is used. The
lensing of the light is measured based on how warped the image of the background galaxy
becomes (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008).
There are two types of gravitational lensing: strong lensing and weak lensing. Strong
lensing, as the name implies, occurs when there is a greater bending of the background image.
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Specifically, a galaxy cluster acts as a strong
lens when a background galaxy appears
multiple times in different places, is visibly
warped into an arc, or is warped into a ring,
called an Einstein ring. A galaxy acts as a
weak lens when the warping of each
individual background galaxy is far too small
to be noticed in isolation (Cohn 2010)
(Dell’Antonio et al. 2008). While strong
lensing does provide great deal about the
mass distribution of the cluster, it is far less
common than weak lensing, as it requires an

Figure 4: Background Circles Warped under
Gravitational Lensing (Del Popolo 2013).

unusually dense and massive cluster for it to
occur. Weak lensing is far more common, and so weak lensing data can be used to analyze the
mass of far more clusters. Since the warping of each background galaxy is almost imperceptible
individually, a large number of background galaxies need to be analyzed. By analyzing the subtle
warping of a large number of background galaxies, a detailed map of the distribution of mass can
be created (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008). An example of the visible warping of idealized
background circles can be found in Figure 4 (Del Popolo 2013).
To calculate surface mass density 𝜅 from the amount of warping caused by weak
gravitational lensing, researchers use the following equation:
𝜅 𝑥 =

1
𝑛𝜋

89:9;"<=

𝑊(𝑥8 − 𝑥) 𝑒W (𝑥8 )
,
(𝑥8 − 𝑥)#
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where 𝜅 is the surface mass density, n is the number of background galaxies, 𝑊 is an exponential
weighting function to provide a more realistic value when 𝑥 approaches 𝑥8 (i.e. when the
denominator approaches 0), 𝑥8 is the position of each background galaxy, and 𝑒W is the
tangential ellipticities (the “warping”) of the background galaxies (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008). 𝜅 is
referred to as a surface mass density, because we can only measure the projected mass density
along our line of sight. Notably, in order to get an accurate measure of 𝑒W , this equation relies on
a sufficiently high number of background galaxies per unit area. It also assumes the orientation
of the background galaxies are evenly distributed (which again relies on a sufficient high number
of background galaxies) in order to calculate their ellipticities. If there were such a small number
of background galaxies that, by chance, the majority of them were all oriented in the exact same
direction, it might appear to us that they have gained an average ellipticity from gravitational
lensing, when in fact they this ellipticity would be due to the uneven distribution of orientations.
Thankfully, the number of background galaxies does not approach this lower limit for the galaxy
clusters analyzed in this paper. This equation also assumes the tangential ellipticity 𝑒W = 𝛾,
where 𝛾 is the shear due to the gravitational field (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008). For the nearby
clusters analyzed in this paper, these should be all safe assumptions to make.
This mass measurement technique relies predominantly on the gravitational field. Thus,
unlike the X-ray mass measurement technique and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass
measurement technique, gravitational lensing is able to measure mass that exerts a gravitational
force but that does not interact with light. In short: it can measure dark matter. By subtracting the
distribution of ordinary matter from the distribution of total gravitating matter found using weak
gravitational lensing, one can find the distribution of dark matter.
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Interestingly, these three mass measurement techniques sometimes produce contrasting
mass measurements for the mass of the same galaxy cluster. Indeed, there can be a disparity
between the three calculated mass values beyond the margin of error. While there are theories,
there is no complete consensus on what trends correlate with the disparity, much less what
causes the disparity. Thus, to better understand what causes these disparities, the clusters with
the most contrasting mass measurements must be analyzed. In this paper, galaxy clusters with
contrasting X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass measurements will be analyzed. The
discrepancy between these two mass measuring methods will be compared to gravitational
lensing analysis to see what trends can be found. The following section describes the
methodology and procedure required to compare X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass
measurements, and more significantly, to perform gravitational lensing analysis.

III.

Methodology and Experiment Procedure

III.I

Selecting a Galaxy Cluster
To perform gravitational lensing analysis, a high-quality picture of a chosen cluster must

be produced. Creating a high-quality astronomical image is not a simple procedure. It requires
powerful computing, a large number of exposures, numerous files to correct for noise and
instrument error, and intense processing. The steps involved are choosing a galaxy cluster,
obtaining the necessary files, applying the necessary corrections and calibrations, and combining
the corrected exposures into a complete image. A flowchart of these steps can be found in Figure
5 below.
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Figure 5: A Procedural Flowchart for the Making an Image

Figure 6: Galaxy Cluster Mass Measurements. Units are in 1014 solar masses.
The first step of the procedure was to choose a galaxy cluster. Two initial surveys of
approximately 260 nearby galaxy clusters with redshifts on the range of approximately z = 0.01
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to just over z = 0.1 were collected. One survey calculated cluster mass using X-ray data (Browse
Software Development Team 2020a).The other calculated cluster mass using SunyaevZeldovitch effect data (Browse Software Development Team 2020b). Each cluster in the X-ray
survey were matched with the identical cluster in the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect survey. This was
done using the listed names of each cluster, or with the aid of location and redshift data when
different naming schemes were used. Notably, some clusters appeared in one survey but not the
other, particularly at low end of the mass spectrum; because mass measurements vary for each
technique, some clusters only made the minimum mass cutoff in one survey. Only the 145
clusters that made all cutoffs in both surveys matched.
The masses of the matched clusters were then compared. The relationship between the
two mass measurement techniques are graphed above in Figure 6.
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Figure 7: Galaxy Cluster Mass Measurement Outliers. Units are in 1014 solar masses. The
marked trend line is calculated from all matched galaxy clusters, not just the outliers. MCXC
J1358.9-4750 is at (x, y) » (5.28, 3.36).
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The normal distance from the trend line for each cluster was found. The largest outliers
above and below the trend line were selected and graphed. The galaxy clusters were ranked in an
order of priority to maximize their distance from the trend line, the value of their averaged mass
(to reduce the percentage of error), and the number of exposures available to analyze. Galaxy
cluster MCXC J1358.9-4750—an outlier below the curve with a high discrepancy, a large
averaged mass, and a small but sufficient number of exposures—was chosen as the top priority.
It has a redshift of approximately z = 0.074. Thus, it is a relatively nearby cluster in the southern
hemisphere. As it has a large averaged mass, it is a relatively rich cluster. You can find it at (x, y)
» (5.28, 3.36) on Figure 7 above.

III.II

Creating an Image
With the galaxy cluster chosen, step two of the procedure could begin: obtaining the

necessary files. The first files to obtain are the raw images. Raw images are taken by the Dark
Energy Camera (DECam) on the 4-meter Blanco Telescope at the Cerro-Tololo Inter-American
Observatory in Chile. It is the optimal camera for measuring the distribution of mass with
gravitational lensing: “it has a large field of view (2.2 degree), small pixel scales (0.2637
arcsecond per pixel at the center and 0.2626 at the edge), and frequent weather conditions (e.g.
seeing, humidity, cloud cover) that satisfy the scientific requirement for observation” (Fu and
Dell’Antonio 2020). To produce a meaningful picture, the DECam must take a sufficiently large
number of exposures. For every exposure, 62 charge coupled devices (CCDs) take a picture. A
diagram of the camera can be found in Figure 8 below (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020). DECam data
is publically available on the NOAO Science Archive (“NOAO Science Archive: Search NOAO
Data” n.d.). .
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Next, master calibration
files must be obtained. There
are two types of master
calibration files: biases and
flats. Bias files help calibrate
images to account for certain
imperfections in the telescope or
computer (“CCD Image
Calibration” n.d.). In effect,
they function like pictures with

Figure 8: Pixel Orientation of DECam. CCD numbers are

the ‘lens cap’ on. They are
labeled in green (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2019).
zeros to provide information on
noise that comes from telescope or computer, independent of the measurement. Flat files adjust
for certain light path imperfection. This might include dust and other obstructions on the lens, or
unintended reflections by the telescope chip (“CCD Image Calibration” n.d.). Master calibration
files are also available on the NOAO Science Archive (“NOAO Science Archive: Search NOAO
Data” n.d.).
The third and fourth file-types to obtain are defect files and fringe files. Defect files
correct for defective, or ‘hot,’ pixels on the camera. Fringe files correct for thin film interference.
When high energy photons pass through the silicon of a CCD, they may reflect off the gate
structure then reflect back into the silicon, interfering with other entering photons. This creates
an interference pattern. Fringe files help correct for this interference (“Fringe and Low-Order
Additive Corrections in Wide-Field Mosaic Cameras” n.d.).
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At last, reference catalogs must be obtained. Reference catalogs are obtained from GAIA,
Pan-STARRS, the SDSS Data Release, and/or the SkyMapper DR1. They aid in astrometry,
which is the precise measuring of the position and movement of astronomical objects, and in
photometry, which is the precise measuring of the brightness of astronomical objects. These
reference catalogs can be built on the CCV, the Center for Computation and Visualization at
Brown (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020).
In step three, the corrections are applied. Raw images, biases, flats, defects, and fringes
are ingested. Ingesting seeds data into data repositories, and allows data to be organized to
prepare for processing (“Getting Started Tutorial Part 1: Setting up the Butler Data Repository —
LSST Science Pipelines” 2019). During processing, many of the corrections are applied. Bias
and flat master calibrations are applied (“Getting Started Tutorial Part 2: Calibrating Single
Frames with ProcessCcd.Py — LSST Science Pipelines” 2019). Reference catalogs are applied to
aid in astrometry calibration and photometry calibration. For certain filters or bands—each
exposure is taken with a filter—corrections using defect files and fringe files are also applied (Fu
and Dell’Antonio 2020). This processing is applied to every CCD number of every raw image
exposure number. Processing produces mostly-calibrated single exposures.
At this point, the quality of exposures is checked. Some exposures contain too much
noise or have other sources of error that prevent them from being valuable to analyze. These
poor quality exposures must be removed. Then, it is useful to apply a joint calibration. This
improves the precision of astrometry calibration and photometry calibration by calibrating using
multiple exposures of the same region of the sky (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020).
The next step is to join calibrated exposures into a single image. Combing many
calibrated images helps maximize the signal to noise ratio and create the highest quality image.
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This requires first making a skymap. A skymap is a curved map of the sky made from
overlapping flat tracts, each of which is made up of patches (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020). With a
complete skymap created, processed single exposures are then warped onto the skympap.
Finally, warped exposures are coadded together for each patch. Coadding multiple exposures
helps improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020) (“Getting Started Tutorial
Part 4: Coadding Images — LSST Science Pipelines” 2019).
Finally, the patches are combined and the color adjusted to create a complete color
image. We choose a combination of three of the available filters and chose the minimum and
maximum patches to combine to produce this color image. For MCXC J1358.9-4750, the bands
i, r, and g were selected. Before settling on i, r, and g, a color PNG image was made using i, z,
and g; however, resulting image was far too green, so the z filter was replaced with the r filter.
Patches on the periphery were not included in the final color PNG file, as they may appear
warped (since a curved image of the sky is being projected onto a flat PNG file), and as the
coloring on the periphery happened to appear worse. The minimum patch was set to (x, y) = (4,
4) and the maximum patch was set to (x, y) = (7, 7). The result is a complete PNG image of the
galaxy cluster MCXC J1358.9-4750. This image can be seen in Figure 9 in Section IV: Results
and Analysis. Thus, a complete picture can be created by choosing a galaxy cluster, obtaining the
necessary files, applying the necessary corrections and calibrations, and combining the corrected
exposures into a complete image.

III.III Multi-band Measurements and Analysis
Still, there is more work to do after creating a complete image. Next, there are multi-band
measurements to be done. Multi-band measurements begin by detecting sources in the coadded
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images. Coadded images are used due to their high signal-noise ratio (“Getting Started Tutorial
Part 5: Measuring Sources — LSST Science Pipelines” 2019). The output is a catalog of all the
detections. With the sources detected in each coadded image, the detection catalogs from each
band can now be merged. Unfortunately, sources can appear different in each band: certain
features only appear in certain bands, certain features are brighter in short wavelength bands, and
certain features are brighter in long wavelength bands (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020). Thus, to
address the variation between each band, the coadded sources from each band are deblended.
Using the merged detection catalog, the deblended coadded sources can now be measured
(“Getting Started Tutorial Part 5: Measuring Sources — LSST Science Pipelines” 2019). The
result reveals the shapes and fluxes of all the coadded sources in each band. The best
measurement of each source from each band are selected. Then the coadded measurements are
merged (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020). These selected measurements provide the most accurate
positional information possible for each of the sources. This positional data is used to produce
the final forced photometry of all the sources (“Getting Started Tutorial Part 5: Measuring
Sources — LSST Science Pipelines” 2019, 5). With this forced photometry, the multi-band
measurements are complete
At this point, the results are ready for analysis. These are the steps for analysis: a fiatmap
must be created then combined with the optical image, the shear profile plot must be created, and
the lensing mass must be calculated.
The first step in the analysis is to create the fiatmap. A fiatmap is a map marking the
tangential ellipticities 𝑒W of the background galaxies (Cañas Herrera 2016). This is effectively a
map of the lensing (gravitating) mass. Recall from Section II: Theory, we assume the tangential
ellipticities 𝑒W = 𝛾, where 𝛾 is the shear due to the gravitational field (Dell’Antonio et al. 2008).
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First, catalogs are loaded from LSST Data Management FITS tables. These catalogs are saved as
CSV files and converted into FIAT catalogs. Finally, the mass-density map is generated (Fu and
Dell’Antonio 2020).
Next, the final fiatmap image is created and overlaid over an optical image of the cluster.
There are several steps involved to produce the final image of the map. First, the fiatmap FITS
file is converted to a PNG file. Then, the fiatmap PNG file and the optical color image PNG file
are resized so they properly align once combined. Finally, the fiatmap PNG file is overlaid on
top of the optical color image. The resulting image maps the tangential ellipticities together with
a map of the X-ray mass, overlaid on top of a color image of the chosen galaxy cluster (Fu and
Dell’Antonio 2020). The resulting image can be found in Figure 13 in Section IV: Results and
Analysis.
Next, a shear profile is produced. A shear profile is a radial plot of the tangential
ellipticity. To create this shear profile, a virtual environment is created. The fiatmap csv file and
the DATA folder are input into a shear profile script. The output of this script can be found in
Fig 14 in Section IV: Results and Analysis.
Finally, a mass is fit to the shear profile. This is the total mass of the galaxy cluster using
gravitational lensing data. The shear profile plot described above is fit with an NFW profile. The
result is the gravitational lensing mass for the cluster. This concludes the methodology behind
the analysis: the fiatmap image is created, the shear profile is produced, and the gravitational
lensing mass is calculated. These three results are all analyzed below.

IV.

Results and Analysis
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Figure 9: MCXC J1358.9-4750. This is the final high quality image, made by coadding the
warped images, combining the patches, and adding color. Its minimum patch is (x, y) = (4, 4),
and its maximum patch is (x, y) = (7, 7). Color was added using the i, r, and g bands. The
multicolored colorful stripes (see the four larger sets of stripes along the bottom) and the
discolored segments (see the green region at the top right and the purple region at the top left)
are due to a relatively small number of total exposures. They do not affect analysis.
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Figures 10, 11, and 12: highlighted sections of MCXC J1358.9-4750. Figure 9 (top) is found
towards the bottom right of the full MCXC J1358.9-4750 image, as highlighted in red in Figure
12 (right). At the center of this highlight is an almond-colored ellipse. This is a background
galaxy. Along the left third line near the top is a bright star with a lens flare. Other background
galaxies can be found in Figure 11 (left), which is located toward the top middle of the full
MCXC J1358.9-4750 image, as highlighted in red in Figure 12 (right).
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Figure 13: The fiatmap of MCXC J1358.9-4750. The contour lines of the background
galaxies’ tangential ellipticities (i.e. the contour lines of the gravitational lensing mass)
are shown in light blue. The contour lines of the X-ray data are shown in pink.
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Figure 14: The Shear Profile of MCXC J1358.9-4750

Figure 15: The Mass Fit Plot of MCXC J1358.9-4750
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IV.I

The Final Images
There are several major results. First, as described in the previous section, a high-quality

color image of MCXC J1358.9-4750 was produced. It can be viewed in Figure 9. Additional
highlights from this image can be found in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The location of these
highlights with respect to the full image is shown in Figure 12. The fiatmap of MCXC J1358.94750 is shown in Figure 13, while the shear profile is shown in Figure 14. The mass fit plot is
shown in Figure 15.

IV.II

The Discrepancy Between X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch Mass Measurements
A relationship was found between each cluster’s mass as calculated from X-ray data and

from Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect data. For a graph of the mass relationship for all 145 matched
galaxy clusters, see Figure 6 in Section III: Methodology and Experimental Procedure. For a
graph of the mass relationship for only the outlying galaxy clusters, see Figure 7, which is again
in Section III: Methodology and Experimental Procedure. A graph of the mass relationship of the
galaxy clusters analyzed by our lab can be found below in Figure 16.
The first thing to note is that the linear trend line is not a perfect diagonal; it has a slope
of m » 0.6576, less than 1. In other words, the average mass calculated from X-ray data is
smaller than the average mass calculated from the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect by approximately
34%, disregarding an initial vertical shift in the intercept. The linear trend line is an appropriate
choice to model the data: with an R-squared value of R2 » 0.733, it more accurately maps the
data than an exponential trend line, a logarithmic trend line, and a power trend line. It is less
accurate than a polynomial trend line of order two. A linear trend line was chosen over a
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Figure 16: Analyzed Galaxy Cluster Mass Measurements. Units are in 1014 solar masses. The
marked trend line is calculated from all matched galaxy clusters, not just the galaxy clusters
analyzed by our lab.
polynomial one because the difference is marginal and because the mechanism driving the mass
discrepancy is unknown (i.e. if a linear and polynomial trend line have approximately equal
R-squared values, the choice between them is arbitrary). This does, however, point the way to
future analysis: as more data accumulates, particularly in galaxy clusters with the greatest mass
measurement discrepancy, it would be useful to compare whether the discrepancy is better
mapped by a linear or polynomial trend line.
This trend line goes against our original hypothesis. Of course, surface level analysis
would predict that using two methods to calculate the same variable should produce
approximately the same value, within a margin of error. This reasoning is furthered by
examining the underlying mechanism of each method: both base their measurements off
reactions that occur primarily within a cluster’s intracluster gas. Thus, both methods measure
approximately the same portion of ordinary mass in a cluster. Indeed, both methods rely on
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electron reactions in the intracluster gas. This reasoning supports the hypothesis that each galaxy
cluster’s corresponding mass measurement would be closer in value than they are.
This trend line also goes against the limited previous research on the topic. While some
research has been done to analyze the discrepancies between various mass measuring techniques
(Shan, Qin, and Zhao 2010) (Wu et al. 1998) (Girardi et al. 1997) (Wu 1994) (Riemer-Sorensen
et al. 2009) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013) (Hurier and Angulo 2018) (Hallman et al. 2006)
(Motl et al. 2005), no known paper contrasts the mass measurements from all three mass
measurement methods analyzed here simultaneously, and no paper analyzes trends between
gravitational lensing analysis and the discrepancy between mass calculated from X-ray data and
Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect (see below). There is, however, a small sample of research that has
directly compared mass measurements from X-ray data and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect
(Hallman et al. 2006). This research group analyzed a sample of approximately 110 galaxy
clusters up to redshift z » 2 with masses greater than 1014 solar masses. For this sample, they
found the mass from X-ray data overestimated the true gas cluster mass by 5-10%, while the
mass calculated from Sunyaev-Zeldovitch data was more accurate, at least for an unfiltered
sample of clusters (Hallman et al. 2006). Thus, in the minimal pre-existing research on the Xray—Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass discrepancy, the X-ray mass was usually larger than the
Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass. Our data, created from a group of 145 rich galaxy clusters up to
redshift z » 0.1, contradicts this previous conclusion: we observe the average SunyaevZeldovitch mass is greater than the average X-ray mass.
There are many factors that might be at play. Indeed, there is a wider body of literature
analyzing the assumptions and possible biasing factors behind the X-ray mass measurement
technique, particularly when it contrasts with the strong or weak lensing mass measurement
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techniques. According to one review of the ‘Mass Discrepancy Problem’ (i.e. the discrepancy
between x-ray mass and lensing mass), popular proposed causes for the X-ray mass
measurement’s inaccuracy include the triaxiality of galaxy clusters, magnetic fields in the
cluster, the offset between a cluster’s X-ray center and its lensing center, and the false
assumption that a cluster (particularly the cluster’s core) is in hydrostatic equilibrium (Shan, Qin,
and Zhao 2010). Indeed, my review of the literature has found that this last claim, which states
that the X-ray mass measurement error is caused primarily by the incorrect assumption of
hydrostatic equilibrium, is particularly popular (Shan, Qin, and Zhao 2010) (Wu et al. 1998) (Wu
1994) (Girardi et al. 1997) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013) (Hurier and Angulo 2018)
(Hallman et al. 2006).
Unfortunately, analysis on the sources of error behind the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect
mass measurement technique is not as common. There has been analysis on the biasing influence
of cluster’s assumed temperature on the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass (in addition to parallel
analysis on the X-ray method). When measuring a galaxy cluster’s mass, a common assumption
is that the cluster’s intracluster gas is isothermal. However, some astronomers have argued that
this model is false, and that a better model would be a universal temperature profile (Hallman et
al. 2006) (Loken et al. 2002) (Vikhlinin et al. 2005). Indeed, the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass
measurements do seem to improve when using assuming intracluster gas temperature follows a
universal temperature profile, rather than assuming isothermality (Hallman et al. 2006).
Ultimately, more research is needed to determine the primary cause of the discrepancy
between the X-ray mass and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass. There is certainly no consensus
on the cause. Further, given our analysis of 145 nearby rich galaxy clusters, there seems to be
disagreement over which measurement method tends to be larger. This lack of clear primary
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cause raises several important takeaways. First, each mass measurement technique is subject to
its own assumptions and sources of error. While some may be more accurate in certain
situations, and while some may even be better on average—take this paper, for example, which
argues that Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect data on average provides the most accurate mass
measurements given a random cluster (Motl et al. 2005)—no method is perfect. To get the most
accurate picture of a cluster’s mass, the most revealing method would be to use multiple mass
measurement. Similarly, to best understand the source of the discrepancy, the most revealing
method would be to use multiple mass measurements. Thus, it is beneficial to analyze all three of
the mass measurement techniques described in Section II: Theory.

IV.III The Discrepancy between X-ray, Sunyaev-Zeldovitch, and Gravitational Lensing Masses
From each of the galaxy clusters analyzed in our lab, a lensing mass was calculated.
Notably, this calculation involves the assumption that the galaxies are at redshift x = 0.8. This is
an overestimate for all the clusters analyzed. Thus, the absolute magnitude of the lensing mass is
subject to a fairly large source of error. It would not be revealing to compare the magnitudes of
the lensing mass with the X-ray mass or the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass. However, the
relative ratio of lensing masses between each of the clusters remains preserved. Thus, the scaled
lensing mass can be compared to the discrepancy between the X-ray mass and the SunyaevZeldovitch mass. The results can be found in Figure 17. MCXC J1358.9-4750 is not included in
Figure 17. Its calculated weak gravitational lensing mass, shown in Figure 15, is an outlier: it is
many orders of magnitude smaller than the other seven analyzed clusters. Including it would give
Figure 17 a strong negative trend line, which does not give an accurate portrayal of the data.
Analysis for why MCXC J1358.9-4750’s calculated lensing mass is so low can be found below.
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Figure 17: Lensing Mass vs Distance from Mass Trend line. Units are in 1014 solar masses.
The x-axis is the distance of each cluster from the X-ray mass—S-Z mass trend line found in
Figures 6, 7, and 16. The y-axis is the calculated lensing mass of each cluster.
Because the average Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass was greater than the average X-ray mass,
the discrepancy is measured in the x-axis as distance from the X-ray mass—Sunyaev-Zeldovitch
mass trend line, rather than being a simple difference between X-ray mass and SunyaevZeldovitch mass or a simple ratio between the two values. If there above results and analysis are
correct in suggesting there may be some factor in the mass measurement techniques causing the
Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass to be greater than the corresponding X-ray mass, then the clusters with
the most discrepant mass measurements are the clusters that are furthest from this mass trend line
with slope m < 1. Because the mass trend line has a slope of less than 1, the most discrepant
cluster above the mass trend line might have an X-ray mass approximately equal to its SunyaevZeldovitch mass. If the x-axis of Figure 17 were a simple difference or ratio of the two mass
measurements, this most-discrepant cluster might seem like it is the least discrepant. If one were
able to discover the source of the discrepancy and correct for it, then a simple difference or ratio
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might be revealing. Until then, it is the distance from the overall trend line that best represents
the discrepancy.
Interestingly, given our small sample of analyzed clusters, there seems to be no initial
correlation between the measured lensing mass and the distance from the mass trend line. A
slope of m = -0.2844 does not seem significant enough to imply any correlation or causal
relationship. Thus, the X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass discrepancy does not seem to
correlate with the gravitational mass. This lack of correlation remains if we compare the lensing
mass with the difference or the ratio of the X-ray mass and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass,
rather than the distance from the mass trend line. There does seem to be much stronger negative
correlation if we just look at the clusters above the mass trend line. However, both of these
results are limited, as the sample size is not large enough to draw definitive conclusions from.
Analysis of the overall lack of a correlation is limited, as there is only one strongly-discrepant
cluster graphed. Analysis of the stronger negative correlation for clusters above the mass trend
line is limited, as one of these clusters is an outlier for having the largest lensing mass, while
another is an outlier with the highest mass discrepancy. Thus, a greater sample of clusters is
needed, especially at values of x > 0.4.
Still, there are other gravitational lensing trends to analyze. There may be a correlation
between the distribution of lensing mass and the discrepancy of X-ray mass and SunyaevZeldovitch mass. For example, the clusters with the most contrasting X-ray and SunyaevZeldovitch mass measurements might have an offset between the center of the lensing mass and
the center of either the X-ray mass or the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass. Such an offset could be an
indication of a cluster where the intracluster gas is disturbed (e.g. during a merge), and the
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assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium might be particularly faulty in such disturbed systems
(Shan, Qin, and Zhao 2010) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013).
This may be the case for MCXC J1358.9-4750. MCXC J1358.9-4750 has among the
greatest X-ray—Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass discrepancy of any of the 145 sampled clusters. In the
calculation of the Shear Profile (Figure 14), the center of the cluster is automatically set to the
center of the X-ray mass (Fu and Dell’Antonio 2020). However, the plot clearly shows the peak
of the fiatmap does not align with this X-ray center at radius r = 0. It seems likely there is an
offset between the center of the lensing mass and the center of the X-ray mass. This offset might
explain the surprisingly low value for the total lensing mass found in Figure 15: the total mass
was not measured from near the center of the lensing mass. It also supports the proposal that
mass discrepancies correlate with center of mass offsets, especially the ones that occur in
disturbed systems. Indeed, previous research has suggested that MCXC J1358.9-4750 may
actually be two binary clusters in the early stages of merging (Akahori et al. 2016). Such a
merger would provide the perfect mechanism for disturbing the intracluster gas. Still, more
analysis is necessary to understand why X-ray mass measurements might underestimate the total
mass of an early-stage merging cluster, and a larger sample size is necessary to determine how
strong the correlation is between center of mass offsets and mass discrepancies.
Ultimately, more analysis is necessary to reveal the cause of the discrepancy. Still, there
are some takeaways. There is some as-of-yet undetermined primary factor causing the
discrepancy between X-ray masses and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect masses. I hypothesize this
factor might be an offset between the distribution of the lensing mass and the X-ray mass, though
a larger sample size is needed to test this. Each mass measuring method is subject to assumptions
and sources of error. The accuracy of each method varies based on how accurate each
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assumption is for specific cluster, and on how large the source of error is for the specific cluster.
To get the most accurate picture of a galaxy cluster’s mass, each mass measurement must be
used in tandem.

V.

Discussion and Conclusion

V.I

Next Steps
There are several ways this research can be furthered. As described above, the analysis

might be furthered by comparing the distribution of the lensing mass and the discrepancy
between the X-ray mass and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass. If X-ray measurements underestimate
the total mass of MCXC J1358.9-4750, what is the causal mechanism? Is there a connection with
the offset between the center of the lensing mass and the center of the X-ray mass? How many
other mass discrepancies can be explained by this offset center of mass hypothesis?
Additionally, more galaxy clusters must be analyzed—particularly clusters with high
mass discrepancies. We have analyzed eight galaxy clusters. However, only two fall further than
0.4 × 1014 solar masses away from the mass trend line. Galaxy clusters should be prioritized if
they have a large discrepancy between their X-ray mass and their Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect
mass, a sufficient number of exposures, and sufficient average measured mass. Some candidates
include Abell 2029 (which has the highest discrepancy, exposure number, and average mass of
any outlier), MCXC J1347.4-3250 (which has a moderate discrepancy among the 9 greatest
outliers, a large exposure number, and a moderately high average mass), MCXC J2152.4-1933
(which has a moderate discrepancy among the outliers, a large exposure number, and a moderate
mass), and MCXC J0317.9-4414 (which has one of the second largest discrepancy, a large
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exposure number, and a smaller mass). Of these, only the third is an outlier below the mass trend
line. Adding these clusters would bring the total number analyzed clusters to 12. There would be
6 clusters above the mass trend line and 6 below. Six of these clusters would have large mass
discrepancies—2 below the mass trend line, and 4 above. The focus on adding clusters from
above the mass trend line would allow us to better test the stronger negative trend in Figure 17
for clusters above the mass trend line.

V.II

Conclusion
From a survey of approximately 260 galaxy clusters, I gathered 145 rich galaxy clusters

with X-ray masses and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch masses on the order of 1014 solar masses and with
redshifts of approximately z = 0.01 to z = 0.1. I paired each corresponding X-ray mass and
Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass and found a discrepancy. On average, the X-ray mass measurements
were smaller by a factor approaching 34%. To analyze potential causes for this discrepancy, it is
beneficial to compare the X-ray mass and Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass measurements with
gravitational lensing mass measurements.
Eight galaxy clusters were selected for gravitational lensing analysis, including MCXC
J1358.9-4750, which I chose because it had a particularly large mass measurement discrepancy,
a large average mass measurement, and a sufficient number of exposures captured by DECam. In
order calculate and analyze the lensing mass of MCXC J1358.9-4750, a high-quality image
needed to be produced. I obtained DECam data in the form of raw images, master calibration
files, fringe files, defect files, and reference catalogs. I ingested and processed all but the
reference catalogs. I checked the data quality, created a skymap, and warped the calibrated
images onto the skymap. I coadded the exposures and combined the colored patches to produce a
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final image. I performed multi-band measurements. Finally, a fiatmap and a shear profile plot
were created, so that the gravitational lensing mass could be calculated for MCXC J1358.9-4750.
The discrepancy and trends between the eight galaxy clusters’ X-ray masses, SunyaevZeldovitch effect masses, and gravitational lensing masses were analyzed. I argue the
discrepancies are non-random, are driven by a variety of factors. While researchers have
thoroughly analyzed the possible flaws in the underlying assumptions of the X-ray mass
measurement technique, and while they have partially analyzed the possible flaws in the
underlying assumptions of the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass measurement technique, there is
certainly no consensus on the primary cause of any of the mass measurement discrepancies. This
is especially true for the X-ray—Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass discrepancy. Further, my results
contradict previous research on which mass measurement is larger on average, demonstrating
that there is no consensus on which measurement tends to be larger.
I compared the lensing mass with the discrepancy between X-ray mass measurements and
the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect mass measurements (as measured by the distance of each cluster
from the mass trend line). There seems to be no overall correlation between lensing mass and the
X-ray—Sunyaev-Zeldovitch mass discrepancy. There may be a negative correlation between
lensing mass and mass discrepancies above the mass trend line. Both results are far from
definitive, however, given the insufficient sample size.
There may be a correlation between the distribution of the lensing matter and the
discrepancy between the X-ray mass measurement technique and the Sunyaev-Zeldovitch effect
mass measurement. My analysis of MCXC J1358.9-4750, which has one of the largest mass
discrepancies out of the entire 145 galaxy cluster sample, reveals the center of its X-ray mass
may be offset from the center of its lensing mass. This is backed up by previous research, which
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has proposed MCXC J1358.9-4750 may be a merging cluster. It is possible this offset correlates
with the mass discrepancy. As before, more analysis and a larger sample size are necessary.
Ultimately, this analysis reveals that no mass measurement method is perfectly accurate.
Until the primary cause of the mass discrepancy can be discovered, a comparative analysis of
each method is necessary to best measure the mass of each cluster. This comparative analysis is
crucial. The mass of a galaxy cluster is one of the most fundamental properties of a cluster. A
flawed cluster mass measurement may seriously limit researchers’ ability to accurately analyze
that cluster. This limits our ability to understand dark matter. Galaxy clusters are perhaps the
richest places for dark matter analysis. To understand galaxy clusters—and the dark matter that
permeates them—we must understand the discrepancy in their mass measurements.
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